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ABSTRACT Artificial Intelligence (AI) refers to systems designed by humans, interpreting the already
collected data and deciding the best action to take, according to the pre-defined parameters, in order to
achieve the given goal. Designing, trial and error while using AI, brought ethics to the center of the dialogue
between tech giants, enterprises, academic institutions as well as policymakers. Ethical challenges in AI
brought ethical AI framework in place in an attempt to regulate people’s lives and interactions, used for
the benefit of society, for the human rights’ protection as well as for the respect of individual’s privacy and
autonomy. The paper aims to summarize and critically evaluate the basic principles for the use of AI, with
emphasis to the General Data Protection Regulation’s (GDPR) approach, concerning data subject’s consent,
data protection principles and data subject’s rights in a context of ‘privacy by design’ architecture.

INDEX TERMS AI, privacy, data protection, ethics, GDPR.

I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial Intelligence is said to be a new form of ‘‘smart
agency’’, which is already reshaping our lives, our interac-
tions and our environments [1]. The term AI contains an
explicit reference to the notion of intelligence,1 however,
since intelligence is a vague concept, AI researchers use
mostly the notion of rationality, in order to explain the ability
to choose the best action to take in order to achieve a certain
goal, given certain criteria to be optimized and the available
resources [2]. However, ensuring the best action in order to
achieve a certain goal doesn’t always mean that this will
be done for ethical purposes. According to the European

1‘Artificial intelligence (AI) systems’ are software (and possibly also
hardware) systems designed by humans that, given a complex goal, act in
the physical or digital dimension by perceiving their environment through
data acquisition, interpreting the collected structured or unstructured data,
reasoning on the knowledge, or processing the information, derived from
this data and deciding the best action(s) to take to achieve the given goal.
AI systems can either use symbolic rules or learn a numeric model, and
they can also adapt their behaviour by analysing how the environment is
affected by their previous actions. As a scientific discipline, AI includes
several approaches and techniques, such as machine learning (of which deep
learning and reinforcement learning are specific examples), machine rea-
soning (which includes planning, scheduling, knowledge representation and
reasoning, search, and optimization), and robotics (which includes control,
perception, sensors and actuators, as well as the integration of all other
techniques into cyber-physical systems). [Refer, High-Level Expert Group
on Artificial Intelligence, [2]]
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Commission’s WHITE PAPER on Artificial Intelligence [3],
as digital technology becomes an ever more central part of
every aspect of people’s lives, people should be able to trust
it. Trustworthiness is a prerequisite for AI uptake, while it can
be used wisely, by highlighting potentialities and by creating
opportunities.

The ubiquitous artificial intelligence despite its promise of
being helpful, raises numerous ethical issues. In the health-
care sector for instance, robots are taught to help workers
lift patients, monitor their wellbeing, interconnect the patient
with the health unit and his physician, inform the closest
pharmacy and prescribemedication if necessary [4]. But what
happens if an AI system recommends the wrong drug for a
patient or fails to notice a tumor on a radiological scan? The
extensive use of AI is currently implemented or planned to be
in many national judicial systems. The involvement of AI can
vary greatly according to the applications, such as advanced
case-law search engines, online dispute resolution, assistance
in drafting deeds, analysis (predictive, scales), categorization
of contracts according to different criteria and detection of
divergent or incompatible contractual clauses, ‘‘chatbots’’ to
inform litigants or support them in their legal proceedings [5].
What happens when a biased predictive judicial tool causes a
wrongful conviction?

In the field of agriculture and food chain, the implementa-
tion of AI is already used for optimization of irrigation and
application of pesticides and herbicides [6]. The agricultural
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tasks such as harvesting crops will be easier, at a higher
volume and faster pace than human laborers, certainly by
developing predictive analytics to track and predict vari-
ous environmental impacts on crop yield such as weather
changes. But what happens if algorithmic systems provide
inaccurate data to farmers or give inaccurate recommen-
dations that may lead to lost harvests, earnings and cause
negative impacts on their business [7]?

The intelligent transportation systems (ITS) and the assis-
tance of ubiquitous sensors installed in a smart city may,
among others, prevent high accident rates, traffic conges-
tion and air pollution from traffic and carbon emissions [8],
however, the parallel use of facial-recognition cameras,
the license plate readers, the mobile phone data and other
technologies used to track people either on the road-
ways or public transportation raises privacy concerns. The
use of autonomous cars may diminish car accidents but it
is extremely difficult to answer the ethical question of how
self-driving cars should be programmed to ‘behave’ [9].

Moreover, AI recruiting tool may be a phenomenal techno-
logical innovation, for a fast and accurate candidate choice,
but the mining of his/her personal data due to the machine
learning may lead to discrimination. Bots for scraping social
media postings, linguistic analysis of candidates’ writing
samples, algorithms’ analyzing tone of voice, emotional
states, nonverbal behaviors are recruitment methods [10] for
which the candidate has not been lawfully, fairly and transpar-
ently informed or has not necessarily previously given his/her
consent, according to the General Data Protection Regulation
2016/679 (hereafter GDPR) [11].

Ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI according to the Euro-
pean Commission’s High-level expert group on AI, are based
on human-centric and trust worthy AI. From the texts of the
EU Treaties and the Charter of Fundamental Rights [12] to
the Oviedo Convention [13] and the GDPR, the respect for
human dignity is of top priority. While the value of human
being is non-negotiable, then we talk about the principle
of autonomy (either on individuals’ everyday life or espe-
cially concerning the use of technology in their lives), which
means that individuals are free to make their own choices
for their own lives. That is because, they have firstly been
informed and then they have given their free consent2 [14]
from which they can withdraw or not.3 Every human being
possesses an ‘‘intrinsic worth’’, which cannot be diminished,
compromised or repressed by others, even by technology.
In this context, individuals must have the control of their
own lives, enjoy autonomy and thus enjoy democracy, justice
and equality in every field of their social interaction, like

2‘consent’ of the data subject means any freely given, specific, informed
and unambiguous indication of the data subject’s wishes by which he or she,
by a statement or by a clear affirmative action, signifies agreement to the
processing of personal data relating to him or her [Refer GDPR article 4(11)].

3‘The data subject shall have the right to withdraw his or her consent
at any time. The withdrawal of consent shall not affect the lawfulness of
processing based on consent before its withdrawal. Prior to giving consent,
the data subject shall be informed thereof. It shall be as easy to withdraw as
to give consent [Refer GDPR article 7(3)].

work, science and participation in democratic processes [15].
Being an active member of social life can undoubtedly offer
possibilities of reinventing and redesigning society, using the
algorithmic solutions of AI for common goals like medical
research or climate change.

It is true that there is a critical need to closely exam-
ine how AI technologies are being used in society and
to recognize the many harms and human rights violations
that may be caused by them, especially where those AI
technologies are used unlawfully or unethically. Principles
can provide a useful starting point to develop more formal
standards and regulation and can help to identify priority
issues on which both research and policy should focus,
examining the basic tensions on how taking a decision
using the AI technology [16]. Agreeing that the use of
data-driven algorithms, helps to improve the quality and
the efficiency of services, predict accurately, offer person-
alized services and make people’s lives more convenient,
we also accept that all the above, can be efficiently managed
only if human rights are not undermined. That means that
data are being processed lawfully, fairly and in a transpar-
ent way in relation to the data subject, promoting his/her
self-actualization.

II. THE BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR THE USE OF AI
Fundamental rights’ reference was the inspiration for many
public, private and civil organizations to produce an ethical
framework for AI. The AI4People’s project4 after a deep
research to the commonalities and noteworthy differences
from the existing set of principles already proposed [17],
has surveyed and subsumed five overarching principles.
These include: i. beneficence (defined as ‘do good’), ii. non-
maleficence (defined as ‘do no harm’), iii. autonomy (defined
as ‘respect for self-determination and choice of individu-
als’), iv. justice (defined as ‘fair and equitable treatment for
all’) and v. explicability. The application of the Al ethical
principles follows a cohesive cyclic flow during the data
processing.

While the AI approach is not maleficent, the data pro-
cessing is done beneficently, permitting to the data subject
deciding for him or her in the context of a transparent AI
logic, thus ensuring the justice and vice versa.5

A. THE PRINCIPLE OF BENEFICENCE: ‘‘DO GOOD’’
AI systems should be designed and developed to be human
centric and serve people. A significant approach is to
apply humancentric AI (HAI) in IoT systems, so that
IoT systems cannot only learn from users but also pro-
vide easy-to-understand explanations about decisions or
estimations [18].

Beneficent AI systems can contribute to wellbeing by seek-
ing achievement of a fair, inclusive and peaceful society by

4AI4People, an Atomium—EISMD initiative designed to lay the founda-
tions for a ‘‘Good AI Society’’, [1]

5Figure 6
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helping to increase citizen’s mental autonomy, with equal
distribution of economic, social and political opportunity.
According to a Stanford Research on how AI might affect
urban life in 2030 [19], we can see, that all the fields of
everyday life can result to a better way of living. For example,
monitoring personal health and robot-assisted surgery are
hints of things to come if AI is developed in ways that gain
the trust of doctors, nurses, patients and regulators. Thus,
machine learning can predict the risk of early death due to
chronic disease in a large middle-aged population [20], can
shorten the behavioral diagnosis of autism [21], can develop
tools to interpret and quantify lung images [22] or use the
artificial Intelligence in suicide prevention and mental health
(Canada Protocol) [23]. In this context, European Commis-
sion has already invested in the use of Artificial Intelligence
to speed up the diagnosis of COVID-19 and improve the
future treatment of patients [24].

It is noteworthy that investments in uplifting technologies
like predictive models to prevent lead poisoning or improve
food distributions could spread AI benefits to the under-
served. Work should start immediately on how to help people
adapt as the economy undergoes rapid changes as many exist-
ing jobs are lost and new ones are created. Moreover, many
researchers claim that machine learning can also increase
the level of education, both for the teachers and for the
students [25]. With the use of AI, education can be available
from everywhere [26], with the help of virtual teachers, at
any time and personalized to the users’ knowledge and inter-
ests. This type of education can encourage students from
all over the world, living probably in special circumstances,
to have access to a new model of education that uses interac-
tive tutoring systems.

In the field of transportation, with the use of AI,
autonomous cars, trucks and, possibly, aerial delivery vehi-
cles may alter how we commute, work, shop and create
new patterns of life and leisure in cities. The conjunction of
content creation tools, social networks and AI will also lead
to new ways to gather, organize and deliver media in engag-
ing, personalized and interactive ways. Cameras, drones and
software to analyze crime patterns should use AI in ways that
reduce human bias and enhance safety without loss of human
liberty or dignity, which is the basic priority for an ethical
artificial intelligence.

FIGURE 1. Illustration of a beneficent AI system.

B. THE PRINCIPLE OF NON MALEFICENCE: ‘‘DO NO
HARM’’
AI systems should be designed and developed not to under-
mine or harm people. Following the basic principle of privacy

by design that GDPR introduced in its 25th article,6 both at
the time of the determination of the means for processing and
at the time of the processing itself, appropriate technical and
organizational measures have to be taken [27]. These mea-
sures are designed to implement data-protection principles,
in an effective way and to integrate the necessary safeguards
into the processing, in order to meet the requirements of
the GDPR and protect the rights of data subject. In this
context, AI systems should not be harmful for human beings,
but protect the dignity, the integrity, the liberty, the privacy,
the safety and the security of human beings in their social
interaction. Yet the infringement of all the above, is not the
only danger to be avoided in the adoption of AI. The emphasis
should also be given to the misuse of AI.

In the field of health care and medicine for instance, a mis-
use or a malicious use of AI can lead to a fatal result to a
patient’s health. The machine may make a mistake; that is
responsible for this? Treatment decisions may be designed
depending on insurance status or the patient’s ability to
pay. Action is required to keep patients’ data confidentiality,
as well as to preserve the human approach from a doctor to a
patient.

In the field of work, the use of AI can also be extremely
harmful, in recruitment and promotion processes, in work-
place monitoring and efficiency or productivity tests. Action
is required to safeguard workers’ interests and maintain a
balance of human resource necessity. However, AI and its
applications [28] are already displacing workers and it is
expected that many more tasks done by humans today, will be
done by AI and robots in the future; typical human resource
tasks are being complemented or even substituted by AI.

Artificial intelligence has revolutionized information tech-
nology. To avoid harm in any field of social interaction, data
collected and used for training of AI algorithms must be done
in a way that avoids discrimination, manipulation or negative
profiling, as it has already occurred with Amazon’s recruiting
engine which did not like women [29]. The Amazon resume
scanning example is just one of many that show how the
functional logics of a given technology echo the gender and
racial dynamics of the industry that produced it [30], [31].

Of equal importance, AI systems should be developed and
implemented in a way that protects societies from ideological
polarization and algorithmic determinism. Thus, vulnerable
demographics (e.g. children, minorities, disabled persons,
elderly persons, immigrants) should receive greater attention
to the prevention of harm, given their special status in society.

6 ‘Taking into account the state of the art, the cost of implementation
and the nature, scope, context and purposes of processing as well as the
risks of varying likelihood and severity for rights and freedoms of natural
persons posed by the processing, the controller shall, both at the time of the
determination of the means for processing and at the time of the processing
itself, implement appropriate technical and organisational measures, such as
pseudonymisation, which are designed to implement data-protection princi-
ples, such as data minimisation, in an effective manner and to integrate the
necessary safeguards into the processing in order to meet the requirements of
this Regulation and protect the rights of data subjects’[Refer GDPR article
25(1)].
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Inclusion and diversity are key ingredients for the prevention
of harm to ensure suitability of these systems across cultures,
genders, ages, life choices, etc., having a place in the design
process (rather through testing, validating, or other) [32].

The algorithmic determinism spotlights also the challenge
of the ‘outcome-thinking’ [33], that is the result of a work that
counts and not the way that a professional (or not?) is driven
to this result. While the outcome is a quick, cheap and reliable
solution to a client’s, a customer’s or a patient’s problem,
then people will likely prefer machines than experts, on line
medical prescription than a visit to a GP, disputes resolved via
on line courts than in traditional courts by lawyers. Doctors
support their patients, do a concrete human-centric diagnosis
and treat them with empathy. No case is the same, while
every medical treatment reflects patient’s medical profile,
as well as doctor’s specific problem-solving skills. Even
if the healthcare’s improvement depends purely on digital
technology, algorithms’ interpretation remains still a human
‘duty’. Human being cannot be treated as an experiment
subject, taking for granted that healthcare is not a linear
process.

Similarly, the purpose of the law is not to keep lawyers
employed. A lawyer’s duty to a client is to protect his/her
interests with fairness and confidentiality, without conflict
of interest, while concurrently ensuring the integrity of the
justice system. The purpose that lawyers serve is to ensure
that all members of society may exercise their legal rights and
freedoms knowing that this exercise will be honored by all
the other members of society and by society itself. Lawyers
create positive social change for their clients by crafting
structures that provide fair solutions to the problems that
clients face or opportunities that clients wish to seize [34].

Besides its potentialities, AI can hardly replace doc-
tors or lawyers for instance. A probable bad algorithms’ use
of client’s or patient’s personal data or algorithms’ misin-
terpretation, could lead to ominous results for individuals’
lives, certainly due to the question of the ‘‘ownership’’ of
personal data. To realize this vision and to realize the potential
of AI, especially across health systems, more fundamental
issues have to be addressed: who owns health data, who is
responsible for it, and who can use it? [35] Where healthcare
organizations are the de-facto owners and guardians of patient
data generated in the health system to share patient generated
data back into the health system, there exists the need for
secure, high-performance data infrastructure to make use
of this data for AI applications, by creating, for example,
a common data schema for storage and transfer of healthcare
data. Even similar, is the case of lawyers’ clients’ data that
are shareable in the justice system.

The principle of non-maleficence may also, according to
Floridi et al,7 may be viewed in terms of harm to the envi-
ronment and animals, so the development of environmentally
friendly AI may be considered part of the principle of avoid-
ing harm. Environmental awareness will shape how we adapt

7See citation [1]

FIGURE 2. Illustration of a non maleficent AI system.

to a changing world, how we preserve natural resources and
the quality of life for future generations.

C. THE PRINCIPLE OF AUTONOMY: ‘‘PRESERVE HUMAN
AGENCY’’
In the context of AI development, autonomy means freedom
from subordination to AI systems. Human beings interacting
with AI systems have the right to decide for themselves,
concerning the treatment they do, have the right not to receive
a direct or indirect interactionwith AI systems, the right to opt
out and the right of withdrawal. Autonomy can be either help-
ful for a human being, when for example a disabled person
uses smart glasses [36] or a smart car and harmful in the case
of predictive policingmethods, while not all machine learning
algorithms are equally effective in crime prediction [37].

Human intervention is present in the use of algorithms,
through the parameterization of the algorithm, the choice
and the weighting of criteria as well as the categories of
data that are taken into account in order to arrive at the
desired result [38]. For example, if the user does not intervene
directly in the recommendation of a restaurant through an
algorithmic platform, the platform’s developer role is funda-
mental, as he/she determines the importance of the location
of a restaurant, its rating by other users or its concordance
assumed (again according to criteria to be defined) with the
profile of the petitioner.

The application of ‘autonomous’ software includes bots.
Trade, finance and stock markets are largely run by algo-
rithms and software. Without human intervention and control
from outside, smart systems today conduct dialogues with
customers in online call-centers; speech recognition inter-
faces and recommender systems of online platforms, e.g.
Siri, Alexa and Cortana, make suggestions to users. Beyond
the straightforward questions of data protection and privacy,
the question arises whether people have the right to know
whether they are dealing with a human being or with an
AI artifact or whether there should be limits to what AI
systems can suggest to a person, based on a construction
concerning the person’s own conception of their identity [39].
That is because of the fact that besides the accuracy and
fairness of the automated assessments, problems of pervasive
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surveillance, persistent evaluation, insistent influence and
possible manipulation may occur.

According to the Ethics Guidelines, self-determination
in many cases requires assistance from government or
non-governmental organizations to ensure that individuals
or minorities are afforded similar opportunities and systems
should be in place to ensure responsibility and accountability.
To gain the potential benefit of autonomous intelligent sys-
tems, their design and development need to be aligned with
fundamental values and ethical principles.

FIGURE 3. Data subject’s right to autonomy.

D. THE PRINCIPLE OF JUSTICE: ‘‘BE FAIR’’
The principle of justice, according to the Ethics Guideline,
imparts that the development, use and regulation of AI sys-
tems must be fair and ethical. Developers and implementers
need to ensure that individuals and minority groups maintain
freedom from bias, stigmatization and discrimination. Addi-
tionally, the positives and negatives resulting from AI should
be evenly distributed, avoiding placing vulnerable demo-
graphics in a position of greater vulnerability and striving
for equal opportunity in terms of access to health, education,
work, goods, services and technology amongst human beings,
without discrimination.

The political and economic factors, the commercial inter-
ests as well as the influence of medical practice norms,
may determine the way healthcare, with the use of AI,
is delivered. For example, an algorithm trained on mostly
Caucasian patients is not expected to have the same accuracy
when applied to minorities and such rigorous evaluation and
re-calibration must continue after implementation to track
and capture those patient demographics and practice patterns
which inevitably change over time [40]. Decision support
systems for credit loan applications were found to favor
certain socio-demographic groups in a disproportional way.
As a consequence, people living in certain areas, those with
a specific ethnic background or women were less likely to
obtain a loan from the bank [41]. Is it fair while the sample
isn’t accurate or representative?

According to the AI4People research, justice variously
relates to using AI to correct past wrongs such as eliminating
unfair discrimination, ensuring that the use of AI creates
benefits that are shared (or at least shareable) and preventing
from the creation of new harms, such as the undermining

of existing social structures [42]. Algorithms for a fair and
ethical AI have different objectives; aiming at measuring
fairness, designing fair predictions ormodeling fair decisions,
methods that allows practitioners to statistically quantify the
level of fairness in their information systems and to monitor
the effectiveness of fair AI in decision support systems over
time [43]. Thus, fair AI algorithms can be derived to be fair
by design.

FIGURE 4. The principle of justice.

E. THE PRINCIPLE OF EXPLICABILITY: ‘‘OPERATE
TRANSPARENTLY’’
This principle is according to Floridi et al. ‘the crucial miss-
ing piece of the jigsaw when we seek to apply the framework
of bioethics to the ethics of AI’. The issue of transparency
can come up at two points in time, when a data subject’s
information is inputted in an information system that includes
AI algorithms (ex-ante transparency) or after the system’s
algorithmic model has been applied to the data subject to
deliver specific outcomes concerning his or her (ex-post
transparency) [44]. A central consideration of the principle
of transparency outlined in the provisions of GDPR8 is that
the data subject should be able to determine in advance what
the scope and the consequences of the processing entails and
that they should not be taken by surprise at a later point
about the ways in which their personal data have been used.
In particular, for complex, technical or unexpected data pro-
cessing, WP29’s position is that controllers should separately
spell out in unambiguous language what the most important
consequences of the processing will be; in other words, what
kinds of effect will the specific processing described in a pri-
vacy statement/ notice actually have on a data subject? [45].
In accordance with the principle of accountability and in line

8‘transparency’ means that the controller shall take appropriate measures
to provide any information relating to processing to the data subject in a
concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and
plain language, in particular for any information addressed specifically to
a child. The information shall be provided in writing, or by other means,
including, where appropriate, by electronic means. When requested by the
data subject, the information may be provided orally, provided that the
identity of the data subject is proven by other means. [Refer GDPR article
12(1)].
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with Recital 39,9 data controllers should assess whether there
are particular risks for natural persons involved in this type
of processing which should be brought to the attention of
data subjects. This can help to provide an overview of the
types of processing that could have the highest impact on the
fundamental rights and freedoms of data subjects in relation
to the protection of their personal data [46]. Transparency,
when adhered to by data controllers, empowers data subjects
to hold data controllers and processors accountable and to
exercise control over their personal data by, for example,
providing or withdrawing informed consent and actioning
their data subject rights [47]. The concept of transparency in
the GDPR is user-centric rather than legalistic and is realized
by way of specific practical requirements on data controllers
and processors in a number of articles.

Furthermore, technological transparency implies that AI
systems be auditable, comprehensible and intelligible by
human beings at varying levels of comprehension and exper-
tise. Business model transparency means that human beings
are knowingly informed of the intention of developers and
technology implementers of AI systems. According to the
Ethics Guidelines, explicability is a precondition for achiev-
ing informed consent from individuals interacting with AI
systems. In order to ensure that the principle of explicabil-
ity and non-maleficence are achieved, the requirement of
informed consent should be sought. Explicability requires
accountability measures be put in place. Thus, individuals
and groups may request evidence of the baseline parameters
and instructions given as inputs for AI decision making (the
discovery or prediction sought by an AI system or the factors
involved in the discovery or prediction made) by the orga-
nizations and developers of an AI system, the technology
implementers, or another party in the supply chain. Com-
puter scientists for instance have focused on the technological
possibility of providing interpretable data for interpretable
models of opaque AI systems [48] and propose model expla-
nation, model inspection and outcome explanation.

III. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND ETHICS: THE GDPR
APPROACH
Algorithmic systems and artificial intelligence rely on the use
of data, either personal or not, being processed to produce
a result. The quality, the quantity and the relevance of data
provided to these systems, can be in each case the ‘‘guide’’

9It should be transparent to natural persons that personal data concerning
them are collected, used, consulted or otherwise processed and to what extent
the personal data are or will be processed. The principle of transparency
requires that any information and communication relating to the processing
of those personal data be easily accessible and easy to understand, and that
clear and plain language be used. That principle concerns, in particular,
information to the data subjects on the identity of the controller and the
purposes of the processing and further information to ensure fair and trans-
parent processing in respect of the natural persons concerned and their right
to obtain confirmation and communication of personal data concerning them
which are being processed. Natural persons should be made aware of risks,
rules, safeguards and rights in relation to the processing of personal data
and how to exercise their rights in relation to such processing [Refer GDPR
recital 39].

FIGURE 5. The principle of explicability.

FIGURE 6. The cyclic flow of the Al ethical principles’ application during
the data processing.

to answer whether the AI use is legal and ethical, according
to the aforementioned principles. Wrong data or out-of-date
ones, can lead from an erroneous advertisement targeting to
a false medical diagnosis. Ensuring the quality of incoming
data in algorithmic and artificial intelligence systems is an
issue that will become increasingly important.

The quantity of data available is similarly a detrimental
factor to the quality of the results provided by algorithmic sys-
tems and artificial intelligence. While the technologies differ,
both Big Data10 and machine learning AI algorithms need
a large amount of data to produce useful results. Thanks to
AI, all kinds of personal data can be used to analyze, forecast
and influence human behavior. In particular, AI enables auto-
mated decision-making even in domains that require com-
plex choices, based on multiple factors and non-predefined
criteria. The impact of the GDPR to the AI application in
human interaction is decisive. Even if AI is not explicitly
mentioned in the text of GDPR, many of its provisions are
relevant to AI and some are indeed challenged by the new
ways of processing personal data that are enabled by AI. Data
subject’s consent, data protection principles, data subject’s
rights and data’s privacy by design and by default, according
to the GDPR provisions may provide a ‘preventive’ approach
to AI use. The question is whether the abovementioned legal
and ethical framework fit AI technology.

10‘big data’ refers to a considerable amount of personal data at regional,
national or supranational level and which could affect a large number of
data subjects and which are likely to result in a high risk, for example,
on account of their sensitivity, where in accordance with the achieved state
of technological knowledge a new technology is used on a large scale as well
as to other processing operations which result in a high risk to the rights and
freedoms of data subjects, in particular where those operations render it more
difficult for data subjects to exercise their rights [Refer GDPR recital 91].
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A. DATA SUBJECT’S CONSENT
According to the GDPR article 6, a valid legal basis for the
processing of personal data in the context of AI applica-
tion is needed. Data subject’s consent plays a key role in
the traditional understanding of data protection, based on
the ’notice and consent’ model, according to which data
protection is aimed at protecting a right to ’informational self-
determination.’ This right is exercised by consenting or refus-
ing to the processing of one’s data, after having been given
adequate notice. However this notice may be meaningless
while the data subject has any knowledge at all or no choice
concerning the processing (present or future) of his/her data.
According to the Article 29 Working Party Guidelines on
consent under Regulation 2016/679 [49], consent has to meet
three criteria; The criterion of specificity of consent accord-
ing towhich further processing is permittedwhen it is covered
by a legal basis and it is not incompatible with the purpose for
which the data were collected, the criterion of granularity of
consent, that means that consent to profiling must be separate
from access to the service and the criterion of freedom of
consent that means that consent should not provide a valid
legal ground for the processing of personal data in a specific
case where there is a clear imbalance between the data subject
and the controller. In the case of data analytics and profiling
when processing is AI-based, all the above prerequisites have
to be followed.

B. DATA PROTECTION PRINCIPLES
Automated decision-making, profiling and related machine
learning techniques pose new opportunities for discrimina-
tory, biased or invasive decision-making processing. GDPR
states specific data protection principles to prevent data from
their illegal processing, affecting also AI systems [50]. The
GDPR Article 5(1)(a) requires that personal data should
be processed ’lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner’
in relation to the data subject. In the context of machine
learning, transparency has two different concepts; the ’infor-
mation fairness’, which requires that data subjects are not
deceived or misled concerning the processing of their data
and raises specific issues in connection with AI and big
data, because of the complexity of the processing involved
in AI applications, the uncertainty of its outcome and the
multiplicity of its purposes and the ‘substantive fairness’,
which concerns the fairness of the content of an automated
inference or decision, under a combination of criteria, which
may be summarized by referring to the aforementioned stan-
dards of acceptability, relevance and reliability.

The GDPR article 5(1)(b)sets forth the principle of purpose
limitation and the GDPR article 6, establishes a link between
the purpose of processing operations and their legal basis. The
reuse of the same data is permitted in case of compatibility
with the purpose of the original collection, however, when the
processing is AI based, the problem becomes complicated,
while the data subject has any knowledge at all or has not
given a priori his/her consent for future automated process-
ing. The reuse of data should be considered as creation of

TABLE 1. Legal bases for lawful processing.

new personal data, which should be subject to all applicable
rules.

In the article 5(1)(c), GDPR states the principle of data
minimisation, according to which personal data should be
’adequate, relevant and limited towhat is necessary in relation
to the purposes for which they are processed.’ In the case
of big data and data analytics by using AI and statistical
methods, the problem that arises is whether a group of data
subjects is affected or not. In fact, while using anonymisation
and pseudonimisation techniques, statistical processing may
not affect directly or at all an individual data subject however
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these methods can affect the collective interests of the data
subjects who share the factors that are correlated to certain
inferences.

The principle of accuracy which is stated in GDPR article
5(1)(d) requires data to be ’accurate and, where necessary
kept up to date’. Inaccurate data may expose data subjects
to harm, whenever they are considered and treated in ways
that do not fit their identity.

The principle of storage limitation stated in GDPR article
5(1)(e), prohibits personal data’s storing when they are no
longer needed for the purposes of the processing. Within the
AI context big data can be stored under appropriate security
measures for archiving, research, or statistical purposes.

The principle of security stated in GDPR article 5(1)(f),
ensures that data remain integral and confidential while they
are processed in a manner that protects them from the unau-
thorized or unlawful processing and against accidental loss,
destruction or damage, using appropriate technical or orga-
nizational measures. In the opposite case, AI surveillance
methods used for rating, scoring, selecting or excluding peo-
ple, may engage data subjects in experimentation, observing
every behavior and linking them automatically with penal-
ties or rewards. In such circumstances democracy is under
discussion.

It is noteworthy that GDPR states a new data protection
principle, also applied in AI, strengthening the controllers’
obligations on the one hand and data-subjects’ rights on
the other hand. According to the principle of accountability
(article 5(2)), the controller shall be responsible for, and be
able to demonstrate compliance to all the above-mentioned
data protection rules. The case of Cambridge Analytica used
the data about test-takers as a training set for building a
model to profile their friends and other people, correlating the
information in people’s Facebook pages to predictions about
psychology and political preferences, proved that stakehold-
ers, policy makers, tech giants and governments have to give
answers to citizens who want to know how and why a certain
algorithmic response has been given or a decision made.

C. DATA SUBJECT’S RIGHTS
GDPR ensures data subject’s protection, with a list of rights.
In the context of AI based process the rights’ content inter-
pretation is often complicated. The right to access infor-
mation about the processing of a person’s data (article
15) contains the information of the existence of automated
decision-making and meaningful information about the logic
involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged
consequences of such processing for the data subject. How-
ever, according to the STOA,11 it is not specified whether
the obligation to provide information on the ’logic involved’
only concerns providing general information on the methods
adopted in the system or rather specific information on how
these methods where applied to the data subject. The right to
erasure stated in the GDPR article 17 that permits the data

11Scientific Foresight Unit [37]

TABLE 2. Conditions for lawful processing (GDPR principles).

subject to obtain from the controller the erasure of personal
data concerning him or her without undue delay may affect
seriously the credibility of an algorithmic model. Similarly,
the right to portability stated in the GDPR article 20 permit-
ting the data subject to receive the personal data concerning
him or her, which he or she has provided to a controller in
a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format
and to transfer the data to other controller, may affect the
correctness as well as the confidentiality of an algorithmic
model, while the portability of the applicant subject’s data
may affect the rest data set. The right to object stated in
the GDPR article 21, enables data subjects to request and
obtain that the processing of their data is terminated. This
right guarantees the data minimization and protects impor-
tantly data subject from his/her data infringement. The GDPR
article 22 specifies the right of objection and is most relevant
to AI. The prohibition of automated decisions of the article
22 allows data subject not to be subject to a decision based
solely on automated processing, including profiling, which
produces ‘legal effects’ concerning him or her or similarly
significantly affects him or her. However, data’s protection
may bemisinterpreted as AI decisions usemainly but not nec-
essarily automated methods. Moreover, the legal effects con-
cerning the data subject or similarly significantly affects him
or her, like performance at work, economic situation, health,
personal preferences or interests, reliability or behaviour,
location or movements (GDPR recital 71), is a wide notion,
not necessarily clear to the data subject. Probably for this
reason, paragraph 2 of article 22 excepts the abovementioned
prohibition on automated decision-making when the process-
ing: a) is necessary for entering into, or performance of,
a contract between the data subject and a data controller,
b) is authorised by Union or Member State law to which
the controller is subject, and which also lays down suitable
measures to safeguard the data subject’s rights and freedoms
and legitimate interests, or c) is based on the data subject’s
explicit consent.
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TABLE 3. Data subject’s rights.

The article 22(4) introduces a prohibition, limited by an
exception, to ground automated decisions on special cate-
gories of personal data. According to the study concern-
ing the impact of the GDPR on AI, the importance of AI
based processing is that the so called ‘‘sensitive’’ data can
be inferred from ‘‘non-sensitive’’ data. For instance, sex
orientation (‘‘sensitive’’ data) can be inferred from a data
subject’s linear activity, likes or even facial features (‘‘non-
sensitive’’ data). In this case, the inference of sensitive data
should count as a processing of sensitive data and therefore
would have to be considered unlawful unless the conditions
under Article 9 are met. Similarly, ‘‘non-sensitive’’ data can
work as proxies for ‘‘sensitive’’ data correlated to them, even
though the latter are not inferred by the system. For instance,
the place of residence can act as a proxy for ethnicity. In this
case, an unlawful discrimination may take place.

D. AI AND PRIVACY BY DESIGN
Both in the data protection law and in the AI ethics, the focus
is on the preventing of harm to individuals. Privacy by design
and privacy by default mission is to empower data’s confiden-
tiality and strengthen systems’ functionality in a secure life-
cycle management of information. Security measures help to
avoid privacy invasive events before they happen. According
to Cavoukian [51], privacy must be embedded into technolo-
gies, operations, and information architectures in an holistic,
integrative and creative way by re-inventing existing choices
in case that the alternatives are unacceptable. Privacy by
design avoids the pretence of false dichotomies, such as
privacy vs. security, demonstrating that it is possible and far
more desirable, to have both. Privacy by design in practice is
a real challenge for AI developers as they are asked to explain
the logic of an AI solution which has to be compatible to

TABLE 4. Top 10 rankings for government AI readiness 2020.

fundamental rights and principles. However explicability is
very relevant and depends often on the system’s outcome,
while different machine learning approaches vary in their
ability to provide explanations, depending on the importance
of the interests that are affected (e.g. health data, financial
status, recruitment, etc).

The ability of AI systems to make automated and
self-learned decisions enlightens the need for transparency
in the way that such systems reach decisions [52]. Machine
learning algorithms have changed the way patterns are
extracted from datasets and how predictions and decisions are
made [53]. Automated decision making-systems affect indi-
viduals and society at large and provoke fundamental ques-
tions regarding the relation between humans and machines,
the responsibility -for example- in case of an accident, a false
diagnosis, a wrongful conviction, a denial of a loan demand,
as well as the human dignity and the human autonomy.

Moreover, while designing an AI system a basic prior-
ity is to teach morality to machines. But are developers
moral? Humans can’t objectively convey morality in mea-
surable metrics that make it easy for a computer to process.
A machine cannot be taught what is fair unless the engi-
neers designing the AI system have a precise conception
of what fairness is. Ethical values and data collection on
explicit ethical measures need to be formulated as quantifi-
able parameters in an AI system. It is truly difficult to define
clearly ethical norms and even more difficult to train appro-
priately algorithms while there is no common rule for what
makes a moral human, so it is complicated to design ‘moral
robots’. The lack of the value of forgiveness when children
are exposed to AI mediated risk profiling practices used by
Dutch government authorities is a very characteristic example
of howmorally designed a system could be. Children who are
victims, witnesses or falsely accused, cannot be held respon-
sible for their correlations to crime; they can feel unjustifiably
punished, ‘unforgiven’ and hampered in their choices,
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develop low self-worth and negative judgmental attitudes
towards others. Due to a lack of a special legal framework,
a child can be unjustifiably stigmatized for the future. Incor-
porating the value of forgiveness into the personal data legal
context by amending the right to erasure and set this ethical
parameter in an AI system would not only benefit individual
children but would also foster public safety as a result [54].

Automated decision making-systems have to be designed
in respect to a transparent morality,that is in respect to the
human dignity and the human autonomy. Otherwise, we may
be placing ourselves in the dangerous situation of allowing
algorithms to decide for us [55].

IV. CONCLUSION
AI ethics raise the problematic of broad surveillance, manip-
ulation, lack of autonomy and lack of democracy. Whether
machine learning leads to algorithmic determinism or self-
determination is not a simple question to answer. A human
centric AI may give explanations about decisions or estima-
tions. It is clear that there are various approaches to ethics.12

Robust ethical principles are essential in the future of the
rapidly developing AI technology, but not all countries under-
stand ethics in the same way [56]. The current frameworks
address the major ethical concerns and make recommenda-
tions for governments to manage them, but notable gaps exist.
A unifying legal framework for AI development, according to
the European Commission’s plan for ’ethics guidelines with
a global perspective’, could promote coordinated approach
to maximize the benefits and address the challenges brought
about by AI [57].

In the AI world, the real challenge is to reconcile the inno-
vation with individual rights and social values, ensuring the
adoption of data protection rules and principles that GDPR
states and preventing from the undermining of autonomous
rational choice. Governance is needed to align digitalization
with democracy [58]. A fair and moral algorithmic treat-
ment may promote the values of democracy, social equality,
welfare and solidarity on condition that the data controller
is able to give the explanations of the AI logic to the data
subject. To achieve fairness and transparency in personal data
processing and machine learning, data protection authorities
have to discuss in depth both with the controllers and with the
society, by interpreting very specifically AI legal demands in
case of GDPR legal or technical insufficiency.

However morality and data protection principles alone
cannot guarantee ethical AI [59]; an holistic approach to a
responsible, transparent and trustworthy AI is needed, defin-
ing each time the scope to be achieved, estimating the impact
on individuals and communities that may be affected and
evaluating the reasonable risk assessment posed to individual

12See the European Parliament detailed study concerning ‘‘the ethics
of artificial intelligence: issues and initiatives’’ that deals with the ethi-
cal implications and moral questions that arise from the development and
implementation of artificial intelligence (AI) technologies and reviews the
guidelines and frameworks which countries and regions around the world
have created to address them. It presents a comparison between the current
main frameworks and the main ethical issues and highlights gaps [56]

wellbeing and public welfare, in order to formulate propor-
tional procedures and protocols [60].
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